Complex behavior often resists clean modularization in object-oriented languages. Aspectoriented programming tackles this problem by providing flexible module boundaries that can span and partition classes. However, in order to achieve this flexibility, valuable modularity mechanisms, such as encapsulation and external composition, are lost. The ability to separately compile or reason about a modular unit is also compromised. We propose that this tradeoff is not necessary, and that by expressing aspects as part of our modules, we can restore lost modular properties while maintaining aspectual features. As a concrete demonstration, we present the main features of Aspectual Collaborations, and show how these interact to combine modularity with aspectual behavior. The expressiveness of Aspectual Collaborations, AspectJ, and Hyper/J are compared using a challenge problem, allowing us to estimate the effectiveness of the approach.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental goal of software engineering is to enable the construction of large and complex software in a timely fashion. Several approaches to this goal are under investigation by researchers. Examples are programming methodologies, modeling tools, and advanced development tools. This paper investigates a fourth approach: novel programming constructs.
Specifically, we investigate the intersection of Modular Programming (MP) [1] and Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [2] .
We show in the context of an illustrative example how aspectual mechanisms work in AspectJ [3] and Hyper/J [4] and we show how combining modules with aspects provides better aspect-oriented modularity. We offer a concrete language design, Aspectual Collaboration (henceforth AC), both to demonstrate the feasibility and to investigate the details of such a combination.
Modular Programming
MP allows large projects to be constructed in a timely fashion by providing constructs that split the program into smaller units: modules. These modules are assembled to create the final deliverable.
Modules promote safety at the expense of ad-hoc flexibility. The power of modularity springs from three fundamental abilities:
Decomposability.
A key benefit from modularizing Scattering. Scattering is the condition where a concern is implemented in several non-contiguous places in the program. Aspects control scattering by specifying places in the program's execution (joinpoints) where certain code (advice) is to be executed.
Tangling. Tangling, the dual of scattering, occurs when several concerns overlap at a region in the program text. This hampers maintainability, as the programmer must mentally categorize statements in the program text by which concern they belong to. Aspects reduce tangling by localizing concerns.
Combine Modules and Aspects
MP and AOP are different approaches to a common goal of constructing large, complex software quickly. Unfortunately, neither is solely sufficient. On one hand, module systems alone fall prey to (significant) scattering and tangling.
To effectively distribute pre-compiled software requires foreseeing how a module will be used and extended. For example, in a GUI (Graphical User Interface) application, one may need to provide enough hooks for the subject-observer design pattern [5] to allow all interesting events to be captured. Thus, to provide necessary support for managing crosscutting, one would need the prescient ability to predict all future uses of a pre-compiled module.
On the other hand, AOP alone, in its current form, lacks lingual support for reuse and composition. Teams can no longer efficiently work in parallel relying only on common module interfaces. 1 However, the biggest lost benefit is the ability to understand programs in a modular manner. If advice can be added to a joinpoint by any aspect, we must discover and understand all aspects globally in order to comprehend a method's local behavior. We thus need omniscient reasoning to understand the program's local behavior.
The obvious remedy is to combine the two. However, the complex nature of the interactions between concerns makes it seemingly cumbersome to apply language constructs to control how aspects interact. Notably, protection and the mechanisms to capture scattering appear to be in direct contradiction: the former places strong emphasis on differentiating the interior of a module from the exterior, while the latter wants to allow external effects to the internals of a concern.
We show that this conclusion is a fallacy, and that the abilities of modules and aspects are synergistic. We argue that to combine aspects and modules is the right thing to do, and that such a combination can be both simple and powerful. A system combining the two will provide a significant step towards reaching our goal of being able to conveniently write and reason about large and complex programs.
We illustrate our argument by presenting a concrete system, called AC, combining modular and aspect-oriented features. We evaluate our design choices by comparing its expressiveness on a challenge problem to that of two existing systems, AspectJ and Hyper/J, on the same problem.
Outline
The paper is split into three major parts. The first part identifies the need to combine MP and AOP, deriving in Section 2 a list of desired properties. To evaluate these claims, a challenge problem is presented in Section 3, and two solutions are investigated. By comparing the solutions against our identified properties, the first part of the paper concludes that neither solution is able to compensate for the features it lacks but are found in the other.
The second part of the paper presents a concrete system combining all the properties identified in the first part. Section 4 presents ACs, as motivated by those properties. Section 5 evaluates the expressiveness of ACs using the challenge problem, presents implementation sketches to illustrate the conceptual model of the implementation, and suggests future research directions.
In the third part of the paper, Section 6 compares ACs against related work, and Section 7 concludes.
DESIRED PROPERTIES
This section identifies the subset of properties provided by modules and aspects that are pertinent to our discussion. allow a module to be compiled separately from the rest of the application, allowing pre-compiled modules to be distributed as COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) components. While separate compilation is attractive, it is not as important as the ability for the programmer to analyze and comprehend a module separately from its uses. The ability to control visibility of its contents is key to supporting local analysis of the module. The problem in such analysis is that it is seldom apparent how a module's contents are referenced (and possibly modified) by external modules. By controlling what is and isn't exported, the programmer can control and identify exactly which parts of the module are understood completely (as they are not exported) and which are understood partially (as they are exported and may thus be referenced by unknown external modules).
Hierarchical Composition. Hierarchical composition of modules allows larger modules to be constructed from smaller modules, instead of being written from scratch, with absolutely no functional distinction. This allows modularity to be used to comprehend, as well as to construct, an application. It is easier to understand a large composite module consisting of smaller, assembled modules, than a monolithic atomic module of the same functionality, as the former can be understood by first understanding the constituent parts and then how they fit together, while the latter needs to be understood in its entirety to be understood at all. Composition is also important for local knowledge: a composite module can be traced in a top-down manner to "zoom in" on local behaviors: composition describes how that piece interacts with the rest of the module, while the atomic module offers no such guides. If local contents are not exported from a composite module, encapsulation statically assures that they cannot be referenced or modified by code outside the composite module. The tradeoff is that the atomic module will be able to express complex behaviors that cannot be expressed conveniently in a composite module.
External Assembly. External assembly of modules allows modules to be written not only independently of each other, but also ignorantly of each other. Because they are assembled externally, a module does not need to have explicit references to other modules. Rather, a module is quantified over its imports and constraints, allowing it to be used in any environment capable of fulfilling these requirements. Thus, external assembly of modules removes hardwired assumptions about how a module will be used, opening it up to reuse in other contexts than originally envisioned. This allows programmer effort to be saved, but perhaps more importantly, allows comprehension of the module's behavior to be reused as well. To promote flexibility, the assembly can often perform limited adaptation of modules, for example, to reconcile differences in names and types.
Non Type-Invasive Extension. In order to achieve type safe reuse, multiple instantiations of a module must be kept separate, as they may have been assembled with incompatible imports. A guiding principle in this regard is invasiveness, defined by Ernst [6] as whether "[a module's influence] can be detected by inspecting the target module." A weaker form of this property is whether it is possible to confuse one instantiation of a module with another (if instantiations cannot be detected, they cannot be confused). The danger of confusing modules can be illustrated in the context of role (or class) based modules. It is tempting to instantiate a module containing a role model by declaring classes in the importing module as subtypes of the interfaces declared by the roles. This is invasive if it is possible to test dynamically whether an object of one of the implementing classes is a subtype of a role type. If the object is a subtype of a role type, an upcast to that type will make it possible to confuse it with other classes implementing that role type. Such upcasts are likely, as if imported role types are visible to the importing module, it is attractive to expose them in method signatures.
Properties for Aspects
Aspect-Oriented languages typically support two kinds of mechanisms to incrementally add a concern to an application: enhancements to static program text and enhancements to dynamic call graphs. As was the case for module systems, the powers of aspects arise from a number of fundamental properties.
Non Behavior-Invasive Extension. Concern composition will typically require that the extending concern's execution be interleaved with or controlled by the execution of the base concern. The base behavior can be implemented with such extension in mind, by using the observer pattern or variations thereof. However, in general, such foresight cannot be assumed: we want the base to remain oblivious to the invariants imposed on it. This promotes both clarity, by keeping the concerns separate, and flexibility, by allowing behaviors to be extended in ways not foreseen at design time.
The ability to enhance the class graph with additional behavior or relationships allows the base to remain oblivious to the extension being added.
Method Interception.
To be able to express complex interactions between concerns, one concern may need not only to be informed about points in the execution of the other concern, but also to modify these executions. Such power could allow the programmer to gracefully recover from errors by retrying method calls with different arguments, to implement security features by only allowing method executions to proceed under some circumstances, and to optimize expensive computations by diverting calls to special case methods depending on details of the call.
This ability is called method interception, as once intercepted, the method is under outside control. Such interception can be seen as enhancement of an oblivious dynamic call graph.
Generic Advice.
Exactly what enhancement happens at points in the dynamic call graph is called advice. There is a tradeoff between expressiveness and reusability that needs to be weighed carefully. Simple advice is likely quite reusable: the recurring example is a logging concern, which is generally applicable to methods of any signature. More complicated behaviors, such as performance optimizations, will likely be more tightly bound to the details of the method. Ideally the programmer should be able to choose how to balance reusability against expressive power. This choice should not come at the cost of giving up runtime type safety.
CHALLENGE PROBLEM
In order to evaluate our design criteria, we present a challenge problem. We illustrate how the criteria are necessary properties for an elegant solution. On a formal level, we are evaluating our solutions in the pertinent languages, rather than the languages themselves, but we have attempted to solve the problem as idiomatically as possible, and maintain that the solutions are indicative of the languages they are written in.
The problem put forth is to verify that no Container is over its capacity limit. A Container may contain a number of Items. An Item is either a Simple leaf or a Container. Each Simple item has a weight, while a Container has a capacity, which describes the maximum total weight it can contain in its nested subcontainers. The challenge is to introduce caching code so that we only perform minimal necessary recomputation to check the constraints.
We focus on three main concerns that seem both intrinsic to the problem, and worthy of reuse on their own. At first glance, it may seem that the differences in interfaces between the concern solutions-and thus the need to be careful when integrating them-are somewhat contrived. The justification is the observation that we are also modeling the reuse of COTS software: in such scenarios, the interfaces are going to be what the designer of the software thought best.
Capacity concern. The fundamental-or base-concern is checking whether any container's capacity has been exceeded. This concern can be easily implemented in plain Java using a recursive algorithm and the COMPOSITE design pattern [5] . Fig 1 illustrates the base collaboration's class graph as a UML diagram. The complete code is shown in Listing 1, and is common for all three solutions (AspectJ, Hyper/J, and Aspectual Collaborations). The common superclass Item declares an abstract method weight which is implemented in the concrete subclasses Simple and Container to return the total weight of the container and its contained Items. The concrete subclasses differ in that Container has a (possibly empty) Vector of contained Items and a maximum capacity, while Simple has a weight but cannot contain any other Items. Container calculates its weight by recursing into each of its contained Items, and summing their weights.
Caching concern
The weight is hence computed from the subcontainers every time an item is added or deleted. An optimization that comes to mind is to cache the weight of each container. Whenever an item is added to a container, the weights of its sub-and sister containers remain valid, but the cached weight of itself and its supercontainers must be invalidated.
As a general solution, this concern for efficiency can be described in terms of the class Cached, containing the method that should be cached, as sketched in Fig 2. The concern places a number of requirements on the context of its instantiation, which is illustrated at a high level in the figure.
An implementation of the concern needs to be provided with the ability to intercept calls to the method to be cached and to intercept calls to methods that invalidate the cached method's result. (Method interception is illustrated by the half-head arrows.) Also, it needs to call an external method, which returns all objects that have cached methods that depend on this object's cached return value (suggested by italics in the name allInvalidated). Given these imports, the concern provides the functionality of managing the method's cached result: intercepting the result on first invocation, intercepting subsequent calls to return the cached result (dotted arrow) instead of invoking the cached method, and invalidating the cache when forced to do so by dependence on other cached values or direct invalidation -likewise it will also inform dependent caches when it has become invalidated (normal name and arrow for clearCache). Backlink concern. In order to invalidate the proper containers, we need to identify all the supercontainers of an item: i.e., all the Container objects that the Item object is inside of. This would be possible if we tracked which Container an Item is added to. Fig 3 illustrates the concern: given a Source object, containing a number of Target objects, and a method to retrieve them (getTargets), the concern should augment the Target class with a Source field whose value can be retrieved by external behaviors (getSource). For any modification to the vector of Targets (associate half-head arrow), we need to determine whether the affected Target object was added to or removed from the vector, and set the back field to the Next, we illustrate the implementation of these concerns as aspects in AspectJ (Section 3.1) and as hypermodules in Hyper/J (Section 3.3), which are then evaluated (Section 3.5). The AC solution is deferred to Section 5.
AspectJ Solution
The five aspects, three Java classes, and three interfaces that make up the AspectJ solution are shown in Fig 4. The three classes are exactly the three original base classes of Fig 1, while the aspects are split into two abstract aspects aimed for reuse and three concrete aspects that attach and adapt the generic aspects to the details of the base. The abstract aspects and the base can each be compiled separately, while the concrete aspects cannot. 2 However, separate compilation is merely a performance optimization. We are more interested in whether any aspects can be separately understood, and whether they can be used in this solution without affecting other parts of a larger system. The base (Item, Simple, Container) can certainly be understood in separation, if we compile without the concrete aspects.
The Caching aspect
The Caching aspect in Fig 4 contains member implementations-we use this ability to provide a cachedValue field and a clearCache method. Note that at this stage we do not know which class(es) will implement the interface, but all implementing classes will be augmented with the provided behavior (and must in return provide an implementation of the required allInvalidated or be labeled abstract).
The Caching aspect declares some abstract pointcuts representing the (as yet unknown) locations in the program that represent the method to be cached (cache) and the methods that invalidate such caches (invalidate). These points will be advised: the invalidation points will call clearCache, while the method to be cached will only be executed if the cache is clear, caching the returned value, else it will just return the previously cached value.
The Back aspect
The Back aspect is conceptually similar to the caching aspect, in that we want to maintain an invariant, and will do so by intercepting calls to methods that can affect the invariant. All objects playing the Source role have vectors of Target objects. The invariant we wish to maintain is that we want each such Target to have a back-link to the source in which it is contained. We achieve this by augmenting (introducing, in AspectJ terminology) a backpointer to Source in all classes implementing the Target interface. We also declare an abstract pointcut associate, which exposes the receiver and argument of each call to a method that modifies the target vector.
To maintain the invariant, we attach around advice to the abstract pointcut, so that all calls to such methods are intercepted, and the argument to the method call (the Target object being added) has its back-pointer assigned the Source to which it is being added. We use "around" advice rather than "before" advice as we need to measure the length of the vector before and after the intercepted call: only if the length increases, do we assume the Target was added to the vector, and that its back-pointer should be set. Deducing when an item has been added is meant more to exercise features promoting flexible reuse than to represent obvious backlink behavior.
Superimposing the aspects
Two concrete aspects connect the abstract aspects Caching and Back to the base classes. This is done by declaring that each concrete aspect inherits from an abstract aspect. The concrete aspect must provide a definition for abstract pointcuts in the parent aspect (indicated by dotted arrows in Fig 4) . The concrete aspects additionally declare how the roles of the abstract aspects are played, by declaring which base classes implement the interfaces (indicated by filled arrows that run underneath the declaring aspects 
AspectJ Code
Clarke and Walker's [7] translation of composition patterns to AspectJ is applicable to our challenge problem. We follow their transformation in spirit, if not to the letter, generating a surprisingly idiomatic AspectJ program. In our translation, we have attempted to produce reusable aspects, so that the AspectJ solution can be compared to the Hyper/J (Section 3.3) and AC (Section 5) solutions.
The Caching aspect in AspectJ
Listing 2 shows the AspectJ implementation of Caching.
We delay discussion of the use of interfaces to model participants until the Back aspect, as the discussion is more concrete in that context. For simplicity, we assume that a cached method never returns null, and use this as a sentinel for cache validity. An additional boolean variable, as in the Hyper/J example, could have been used to keep track of the validity of the cached value.
The Back aspect in AspectJ
Listing 3 shows the AspectJ implementation of Back. We write an abstract aspect which is made concrete in a subclass by providing the necessary application-specific information. AspectJ uses interfaces to declare types, The situation in AspectJ is analogous to that of Java: it is considered good programming style to program against an interface, but up to the programmer to decide when and where to do so. The AspectJ approach shares with Java the problem that one cannot instantiate an interface directly, but rather needs an abstract factory pattern. We discuss the typing issues of interfaces pertaining to attachment in the section on invasiveness (Section 6.1).
Java interfaces describe the Back aspect's required interface. Interfaces can only contain methods; thus the aspect's required interface cannot contain fields. This restriction can be worked around by instead adding getters and setters to the interface, and introducing methods to fulfill this interface. Thus, in AspectJ the situation with fields is even more restrictive than in Hyper/J, where we are forced to use comments to indicate a required field, but are able to compose them in the hypermodule.
Required methods are declared directly on their interfaces, while provided behavior is in the aspect body. Specifying an interface and its added behavior separately tangles the provided behavior for all the participants into one class body, and separates provided from required behavior textually. The provided interface's members are added to host classes directly via AspectJ's introduction mechanism, which interacts gracefully with interfaces, adding the introductions to the implementing class rather than the interface (which of course could not be an interface were it to contain code).
Advice is declared against abstract pointcuts. AspectJ has a mature join point model, and we are easily able to express our intended behavior. The format of the advice method differs from the AC and Hyper/J approach in that we explicitly pass in the receiver of associate, while this refers 35 36 to the object representing the reified aspect. This allows advice to be quite general, wrapping methods of varying signatures in different classes.
Implementing concrete aspects
Listing 4 illustrates how the abstract aspects can be implemented for the current application through subclassing. We attach the participant interfaces of the two abstract aspects to classes by having the classes implement the interface. We have moved the adapt concern into the connection package, as it is tightly bound to both of the concerns it adapts. AspectJ provides a very natural way to specify this sort of adaptation code.
The implicit effect of supplying a concrete pointcut to the abstract aspect is that its advice becomes attached to the application at the join points specified. As pointed out in Section 6.1, type-invasiveness has implications for the runtime type-safety of a program.
It was also fortunate that back and cache didn't have any name clashes. While AspectJ offers aspect-local methods for the concern's implementation behavior, the expected methods on the interfaces must be implemented by public methods with exactly that name.
Summary
The around cache advice illustrates the unconventional genericity mechanism of AspectJ's around advice [8] . Notice that both the around cache caching advice, and the cachedValue field are of type Object. Around methods returning Object are able to advise methods of any signature-including void and int. We hope to be able to leverage subtype polymorphism to reuse this aspect for caching methods of any signature. However, the method we wish to cache returns an int, which isn't a subtype of Object, which would seem to make this a non-solution to our challenge problem. A feature of AspectJ resolves the quandary: if the return type is of primitive or void type, the cached method's result is transparently wrapped in a proxy object (in check's case, an Integer) before being passed to the around advice, and likewise unwrapped before being returned to the caller of the [advised] cached method. Not all return values are thus mapped: a returned null is left unchanged. Unfortunately, this scheme is not statically type safe. AspectJ will catch many obvious type errors (such as so called stupid casts [9] ), but in some cases casting errors in unexpected places can result. For example, if the programmer were to assign a String to the cachedValue field, a dynamic casting error will occur when we attempt to return this as the cached value of check, but would be allowed by the AspectJ compiler, as String is a subtype of Object.
Hyper/J Solution
Hyper/J is designed for capturing and manipulating slices of concerns. HyperSlices are extracted from compiled applications, and composed into runnable applications. An interesting property of Hyper/J is that HyperSlices are in pure Java, with all concern related information in the HyperModule file. This both helps and hampers readability. Each concern becomes very easy to understand, but we must look elsewhere to understand even the rudiments of how the concerns (can) fit together. Additionally, it means that concepts that should be separate become intertwined. An example is the use of abstract to denote both that method should be overridden by subclasses and that the method is in the required interface of the HyperSlice.
Hyper/J labels a set of classes a HyperSlice, and constructs new HyperSlices by composing several such slices together using a HyperModule specification. Deferred behavior (typically abstract methods) from one slice may be implemented in another: in general, within a composed class, a member can be replaced with another of the same signature. Some capabilities are provided to insert behavior before or after executions of a method, but to control the method's execution is quite complicated.
The Hyper/J solution is illustrated in Fig 5. Hyper/J's powerful composition mechanisms make it straight-forward to create reusable slices. While different in implementation, the design is very close to the AspectJ solution. separately compiled Java package. Italic names indicate that the member is deferred: in most cases, this means that we will be providing an implementation from another slice, but in the case of Item.weight (in Base or CachedComputation), this merely indicates a normal abstract method.
Hyper/J provides several mechanisms for creating deferred members, among which abstract is one. Another is to declare the method as throwing a Hyper/J-specific exception (these have been identified by the use of <<deferred>> annotations). Use of abstract makes it statically obvious when a method is deferred, but hinders the class from being instantiated. Use of the sentinel exception allows instantiation, but makes it harder to detect when a class is incomplete, with some deferred members not-yet implemented.
The thick, dashed, arrows indicate composition of classes: as we see, all classes are composed into the same hierarchy as the base. We also notice that each composed class contains the union of all the members from its constituent classes.
The rounded arrows on the left-hand side of classes in the composed slice indicate how references have been redirected. For example, all references to allInvalidated are redirected to allContainers. The situations for addItem and weight are slightly more complicated. We set up addItem to bracket all invocations with associateBefore and associateAfter. The original body of weight is renamed oldcachedmethod, while the method newcachedmethod is renamed to weight. The result of this switch-around is that all method calls to (the former) weight will now go to newcachedmethod instead, which can invoke the original method via the name oldcachedmethod.
Hyper/J Code
The Hyper/J code closely resembles the implementation sketches in Figures 2 and 3 . Three so called hypermodules are written, separately compiled, and finally composed with the base program.
The Caching hypermodule in Hyper/J
Caching relies on "around" advice, which Hyper/J does not have, so we must simulate this behavior.
There are two ways to achieve the required "around" behavior in Hyper/J: splitting the "around" into "before" and "after" advice, or manually mapping the advised method into the HyperSlice, so that it can be invoked explicitly.
Manual mapping gives the concern much more flexibility as to how to affect the wrapped method, but hampers reuse by requiring us to know the exact signature of the wrapped (bracketed in Hyper/J terminology) method. Caching (Listing 5) differs markedly from the AspectJ (Section 3.1) and (AC (Section 5) versions), as it illustrates manually mapping the intercepted method call into the concern.
Hyper/J is able to provide access to the result of method invocation without needing to capture the bracketed method explicitly, but as we additionally need to be able to control whether the bracketed method is invoked at all, we must make it explicit in the concern. This in turn implies that we must hard-wire the exact signature of the method we are caching. In Section 3.4.4, we will compose the hyperslices Notable also is that we have chosen to use the abstract to indicate that the allInvalidated method (line 5.6) is required. Unlike fields, where comments are the only option, methods can be annotated as required either by declaring them abstract, or else implemented to throw the Hyper/J-specific UnimplementedError exception. This sentinel exception is recognized by the composition system to indicate a deferred method, and thus the stub method body is omitted when two methods are composed. The benefit of using the sentinel approach is that the class remains instantiatable, while the abstract method approach has the benefit that it is statically obvious that some method in the class is deferred. The latter approach suffers from the additional drawback of forcing each subclass of the abstract class to be abstract as well, even if they have no abstract methods, as they inherit the deferred method, which they cannot override, as that would hide the behavior the deferred member is supposed to receive through composition.
The Backlink hypermodule in
Hyper/J Listing 6 shows the Hyper/J implementation of the backlink concern. The most striking difference from the AspectJ and 19 20 AC versions is that associate is here split into two methods. We simulate "around" advice by splitting it into "before" and "after" advice to a method. Splitting allows the concern to remain oblivious to the signature of the wrapped method, but is only applicable when the inner method is to be called exactly once, the result is not handled, and we are certain that the splitting is thread-safe.
The before method associateBefore just stores (line 6.7) the size of the vector in an instance variable, so that it is available in associateAfter method. This adds a small but non-zero risk of race-conditions in multi-threaded code, as a second thread could overwrite this variable before associateAfter has read it (on line 6.12). Similarly, recursive invocations need special care so no to overwrite the enclosing invocation's scope.
The signature of the method advised by this simulated "around" is constrained in solution as well, but in this case it is constrained by a cast in the after method body (line 6.10), trading off static safety against some runtime flexibility.
Unfortunately, we are reduced to comments to indicate that targets is not implemented in this concern, as the techniques Hyper/J uses to identify deferred members work only for methods.
In Section 3.4.4, we see that the intended use of associateBefore and associateAfter will be to compse them as before and after brackets to addItem. The margs argument (line 6.9) will be constructed by the HyperModule to pass in the arguments from the bracketed method.
The Adapter hypermodule in Hyper/J
As in the AspectJ solution, there is a mismatch between the interfaces of the backlink and caching packages. Listing 7 illustrates how these can be resolved. Notice however, that the deferred method getContainer is implemented to throw UnimplementedError (line 7.6) rather than being abstract. Had it been abstract, then class Item would also have been abstract (line 7.4), which in turn would have forced Container (line 7.9) to be abstract as well.
HyperSlice composition
Listing 8 shows the Hyper/J specification for identifying and composing the HyperSlices we presented above. The specification consists of three parts that optionally can go into separate files. The hyperspace specification (lines 8.1-10) identifies which classes are participating the the composition. These classes are partitioned into hyperslices by the concerns specification (lines 8.11-18). Finally, the hypermodule (lines 8.20-40) chooses which of these hyperslices to compose, and how their contents relate.
The relationships clause is a sequence of flat declarations. The mergeByName declaration is used mainly at the class level in this example, automatically composing similarly named classes (for example adapt.Container and base.Container). The result of the composition of hyperslices is the union of all their classes, minus the classes that have been composed, either through explicit annotations or implicit by-name merging. The situation at the level of class members is analogous.
Summary
We note that we had to foresee the exact signature of weight, as oldcachedmethod and newcachedmethod are required to have the same signature in order to be able to replace the original method, which impacts how often we are able to reuse the caching behavior.
Method bracketing-Hyper/J's approach to behavioral extension-has a less severe version of the same problem. We need access to the receiver of the bracketed method in associateAfter, which is passed in via an Object array, also containing any arguments to the call. Elements from this array are downcast to their concrete types before use.
Unfortunately, as what these types are assumed to be is not apparent from the signature of the bracketing method, Hyper/J has no way of statically determining whether a bracketing method is typesafe with respect to the bracketed method.
Lastly, we note that Hyper/J offers no support for encapsulation, or to assert that a composed slice conforms to some interface: the set of visible classes and members in a composed slice is exactly the union of the constituent slices, modulo merging and explicit renaming. It is thus complicated to update a slice's implementation without affecting its interface, which makes it impossible to perform local maintenance without possibly affecting the composed application, and difficult to predict the interface of a hypermodule without running the Hyper/J tool.
A HyperSlice can be defined as a slice of a composed hypermodule, which in turn could be composed from slices, creating an import chain of arbitrarily length. The lack of encapsulation means that we must start at the sources and mentally propagate through the whole chain to build up the final interface, rather than having it declared as part of the hypermodule. The two effects also interact, in that adding a method to a module early in the chain can lead to a spurious match later on, with unintended effects. The situation is similar to that of accidental inheritance [10] or accidental method capture [11] .
It is possible to rename members and classes, thereby implementing a naming convention to indicate which module contents should not be externally visible, and minimizing unintended name clashes.
Evaluation
The AspectJ solution has many subtle points, but we want to make a number of observations. (a) The command line used for AspectJ also determines which .java files we must comprehend in order to understand local behavior. Since a method in a class can be advised by any aspect in the system, we must determine the totality of aspects that have been compiled and determine which methods they affect before we are able to understand the effect of calling a method. (b) AspectJ has been designed for convenience and power. Pointcuts are integrated into Java in a very intuitive fashion, interacting with late binding to allow reuse of aspects in several situations. Unfortunately, as a modularity construct, this is unsatisfactory, as it becomes impossible to keep the various uses of the aspect separate from each other. (c) The genericity mechanism for advice has similar design choices, promoting convenience for programming in the small over predictable behavior in edge cases. (d) There are no encapsulation boundaries for advice, allowing the programmer to decide how generic or how convenient to write aspects. Of course the Java concepts of private and public can be used for advice, but there are no provisions for controlling the visibility of the methods introduced by Adapt so that they are visible to the abstract aspects but not other classes in the system. (e) Care must be taken so that multiple uses of an aspect do not become intermixed. It seems likely that an aspect's deferred behavior (expressed as methods on the aspect's interfaces) will be implemented by the concrete aspect by downcasting the interface types to the known implementing classes. This will be necessary if we wish to gain access to behavior not exposed by the aspect's interface. It is probable that such access will be needed in order to implement the methods required by the interface.
These points may seem to be overly negative, but should rather be read as confirmation that AspectJ is clearly (and convincingly) designed to be a convenient tool for programming in the small rather than as an advanced module system.
Hyper/J, on the other hand, promotes modular reasoning and control over direct convenience. While highly reusable, the solution for Hyper/J is not intuitive: for example it requires splitting of advice to associate into before and after advice, and requires significant manual relabeling of methods in order to simulate around advice. For all this, it still faces possible casting errors when providing advice access to a method call's arguments.
Like AspectJ these points are not criticisms of Hyper/J's design, but rather evidence that modularity alone is not sufficient to elegantly provide reusable solutions to complex programming problems.
This concludes the first part of the paper. In the next section, we describe the design principles behind ACs, and in Section 5 bring the AC solution to the challenge problem.
COMBINING MODULES AND ASPECTS
An Aspectual Collaboration is a module that captures both Object-Oriented and Aspect-Oriented features. Each AC defines a formal class graph (a collaboration), which can be superimposed [12] on another class graph. The class graph consists of Java class-like participants, with method and field (members, collectively) declarations. Additionally, a participant can have "holes" in its declarations: expected members whose signatures are known, but whose implementation is deferred. Programmers familiar with Java will see the resemblance to abstract members. The main difference at this stage is that expected members do not statically inhibit instantiation, and are not provided via inheritance and overriding.
Lastly, participants can contain a special sort of method: aspectual methods, which are able to intercept method executions while allowing the intercepted to remain oblivious to the interaction. Generally, an aspectual method is completely oblivious to the signature of methods it intercepts (thus remaining generically reusable), but can alternatively choose to (partially) constrain the signature of methods it can work with, buying expressiveness at the price of genericity. Expected and aspectual members offer two alternative ways-explicit and implicit, respectivelyto transfer control and information from one collaboration to another.
An Aspectual Collaboration is either declared atomically or composed from superimposed constituent ACs. We refer to the act of superimposing as attaching a collaboration to a host collaboration; the host collaboration is said to have been decorated. Composite collaborations declare an output participant graph, and map participants from constituent collaborations against output participants. This mapping translates types from the constituent kind to the types mentioned in the output graph. 3 A composite collaboration is indistinguishable from an atomic collaboration programmed to implement the same interface.
The interface of the composite collaboration is declared by selectively exporting members from the constituents. Expected members are provided with implementations by mapping them to members on the same output participant, or exporting them to be provided later. Likewise, aspectual methods can intercept executions of methods on the same output participant.
Design Principles
ACs have a very simple design, based on the principles of encapsulation and composition, but are still able to capture the properties we identified in Section 2:
1. Encapsulation. A collaboration's interface controls both how external collaborations can access its members and what requirements must be fulfilled in order for the collaboration to function. These requirements can be both imports that need to be provided, or assumed structural relationships between participants. 2. Hierarchical Composition.
Composite collaborations are indistinguishable from atomic collaborations. Thus, the implementor can decide at each stage whether required functionality is best implemented by an atomic collaboration or by composing several existing ones. The composition of a constituent collaboration into a resulting collaboration is called an attachment.
External Assembly.
Composition is performed externally to constituent collaborations. This allows collaborations to be used simultaneously in various parts of the application, and also to allow the precise implementation chosen to be varied. For example, a simple file-based persistence collaboration can be switched for a more advanced collaboration that talks to a third-party database if performance becomes an issue. 4. Non Type-Invasive Extension. Constituent 
Limitation
As a research prototype and proof-of-concept, ACs have the disadvantage that they are not as expressive as AspectJ for some problems. For example, in ACs are less elegant than AspectJ at expressing complex join point predicates, such as the object-form of the Law of Demeter [16] . How ACs should be extended to elegantly capture such complex join point predicates is an open question.
Getting Concrete: an Example
The distinction between atomic and composite ACs is purely conceptual: all collaborations have a (possibly empty) set of locally declared behavior, and compose a (possibly empty) set of external collaborations. Typically, a collaboration will be either atomic with only locally declared behavior, or composite with only imported behavior, but in general any combination is possible. The common syntax is:
An AC has an intrinsic name, and declares a set of participants: participants are declared explicitly, or extended (with copy semantics) from external collaborations. These participants are called output participants, to distinguish them from the constituent participants of attached collaborations. The set of such participants is closed, in that no participants can be added to the collaboration at a later date without recompilation of the whole collaboration. This is in contrast with Java packages, which can be extended with new classes without recompiling the existing classes.
A collaboration's behavior consists entirely of the members on its participants. An output participant's members are either explicitly declared along with the participant, or added by attaching an external collaboration and mapping one of the constituent participants to the output participant.
External collaborations are attached using one or more attach clauses. Each clause can attach several collaborations to the output collaboration, mapping the constituent participants to the output participants. The operational effect of such a mapping is to insert all the members from the constituent participants into the corresponding output participant. Additionally, all occurrences of the constituent types in the inserted members will be replaced by the corresponding output participant.
Attach clauses can either be written out manually, or generated from a template clause and a match clause. The match clause is evaluated against the output participant graph to generate a set of name bindings that generate attach clauses from the template clause.
A simple AC, consisting only of locally declared participants, has the same shape as a Java package, substituting collaboration for package and participant for class. A Java class is a limited form of participant, and a Java package is simultaneously a collaboration. The host package base (Listing 1) is thus a legal collaboration, corresponding to Fig 1 of Section 3 . Conversely, a collaboration containing no unprovided expected members can be used like any Java package.
A slightly less trivial collaboration-in that it uses participants and has an expected member-is the addGetSet collaboration shown in Listing 9, which given a field on a participant will add a getter and setter method for that field. It declares one participant, HasAttribute, on line 9.2, two methods, get and set, on lines 9.4 and 6. The expected field, on line 9.3 declares that the collaboration requires a reference to a field. This example promotes simplicity over genericity, hard-wiring the type of the field to be String. The double braces around method bodies are merely an implementation trick-allowing us to avoid parsing method bodies-and can be read as single braces.
To use addGetSet, we need to compose it with another collaboration, mapping the participant HasAttribute against a participant (or class-remember that classes can be used in place of participants) with the field in need of get and set methods, and also provide that field to aString. Listing 10 does exactly this against the base package of Listing 1. For pragmatic reasons, all participants declared via extension have all members exported by default, which is the opposite of the case for attached collaborations, whose members are unexported by default. To the output participants we attach addGetSet (line 10.3), and map Hasattribute to Container.
Mapping is performed with the += mapping operator, which is chosen to resemble the accumulate operator in Java or C, as it accumulates all the constituent participants into an output participant. In addition to the decoration, += also redirects any references of the inserted type, HasAttribute, to the destination type, Container. 4 Line 10.5 provides the concrete field name to the expected field aString, while the provided get and set methods are exported under more suitable names on lines 10.6 and 7. The result is that baseGetSetName contains the behavior of base, and is extended with a getter and setter for capacity.
The challenge problem will be used to motivate other features of Aspectual Collaborations.
ASPECTUAL COLLABORATIONS
The organization of the the Aspectual Collaboration solution is similar to those of AspectJ and Hyper/J. There are two generic and reusable collaborations (Listings 11 and 12), one glue collaboration (Listing 13) which adapts one interface to the other, and finally an attachment of all three to the base package (Listing 14). To illustrate composition we present two versions: the first which attaches to the version of base which has been augmented with a getter and setter for the name variable (baseGetSetName in Listing 10), and the second which instead composes the get and set augmentation into the solution, before attaching the composite solution to the original base package of Listing 1.
Because the similarity to the AspectJ and Hyper/J solutions, this section focuses on how ACs capture the necessary language concepts, rather than explaining the functioning of the concerns.
To maintain caching and backlink invariants, the concerns need to intercept and modify executions of methods in the base. We describe aspectual methods, the mechanism ACs provide to allow advice to be attached to host methods, while allowing the definitions of both aspectual and host methods to remain mutually oblivious. We then show how this capability allows us to implement the concerns in an elegant manner.
Aspectual Methods
A concrete use of aspectual methods is caching a method's return value, as implemented by caching in Listing 11. The collaboration has one participant with two aspectual methods: cache, to intercept executions of method to be cached, and invalidate, which intercepts methods that invalidate the cache. The collaboration also has two expected methods: allInvalidated, which should return a vector of the objects to be invalidated, and getName, returning some String to be used for printing. There are also two normal Java members: cachedValue, which stores the cached value between invocations of the cached method, and clearCache, a method which sets the field to null.
The aspectual methods are declared (lines 11.11 and 17) with the keyword aspectual and a stylized method signature:
aspectual RetVal methname(MethM arg);
where both RetVal and MethM are user chosen participant names that are either undefined or defined locally to the collaboration.The user thus names the types that reify the intercepted method execution and its return value.
Reifying the intercepted return value of cache as ChdRetVal (line 11.17) allows us to treat it as a firstclass object: storing it in a variable (lines 11.18 and 4) and possibly returning it at a later date (line 11.20). Similar arguments hold for the benefit of reifying the method execution.
Notice how the reification API, which encapsulates the details of the wrapped method and intercepted calls to it, allows us to write a caching collaboration which is completely oblivious to the signature of the cached method or its invalidator. Additionally, this illustrates a scenario in which the aspectual method chooses not to invoke the wrapped method, instead returning the result from a previous invocation. Both of these are made possible by our reification of the connection between concerns into the domain of the language.
To maintain type safety, the reification types (ChdRetVal, ChdMth, RM, and EM) are subject to two additional constraints over those of a normal participant.
1. Uniqueness. Each reification type must occur in exactly one aspectual method. Since participant types are qualified by their collaboration, several collaborations may contain the same reification unqualified type name.
Existential Quantification.
The collaboration is existentially quantified over the reification types. This implies that the reification participants cannot appear outside the collaboration's textual extent. Aspectual methods can be exported from collaborations, but the reification participants they define cannot be mapped against output participants. Note that the types are all that are existentially quantified. There is no restriction on objects of these types escaping the scope of the collaboration: an instance of ChdRetVal may be upcast to Object and stored in a file or globally visible collection.
These rules provide the restrictions necessary to guarantee that aspectual methods remain type safe yet generically applicable to method executions of differing signatures.
Reification types, in addition to being automatically generated, if need be, are given a default API. The API for a method-execution participant (ChdMth or EM) is expected RetVal invoke(); expected RetVal dontInvoke(); while default return-value participants have an empty API. These APIs can be optionally extended to provide access to method arguments, return values, and thrown exceptions. If the reification participants are completely oblivious to the signature of the method call and return value they represent, an aspectual method can intercept method executions of any signature. Adding capabilities to the API comes at the price of constraining which method executions an aspectual method can intercept. For example, if we expose an argument on the method-execution participant, the aspectual method is restricted to advising executions of methods with an argument of appropriate type.
The dynamic behavior of an aspectual method which is mapped to a host method is as follows (for concreteness, we will explain an execution of a method mapped to cache). execution's return value is returned, or in case of an exception re-thrown. The original caller and the advised host method remain oblivious that any interception has taken place, while the aspectual method is likewise oblivious to the host method.
Caching Collaboration
From a caching perspective, the design is straight forward, following closely the design of the AspectJ and Hyper/J solutions. There are two use scenarios for the caching collaboration. We have already explained the steps involved in caching a value; how to invalidate cached values remains to be explained.
To cache a method's executions, caching is attached to the host collaboration, and Cached mapped to the participant with the method that needs to be cached. The aspectual method caching is wrapped around the method to be cached, and invalidate is likewise wrapped around the method whose executions invalidates the cached value. These aspectual methods rely on two expected methods: allInvalidated should return a collection of objects whose caches need be invalidated on executions of invalidate, while getName return some name string of the receiver object.
Like cache, invalidate is invoked whenever the method it is advising is called. The invalidate method implements after advice: it immediately (line 11.12) proceeds with the intercepted method. 5 It then iterates over all the objects to be invalidated-calculated by whatever implementation was provided to allInvalidated (line 11.13), calling clearCache on each one (line 11.14). Finally, invalidate returns the reified return value from the wrapped method.
The collaboration assumes that there is exactly one method that invalidates the cache, and that the method is on the same object as the one cached. The restriction can be alleviated both by programming patterns and language features not introduced in this paper. However, this would have complicated an already large example.
The clearCache method just sets the cachedValue variable to null (line 11.7). One way AC's generic API differs from AspectJ is that ACs distinguish between null values, and reified representations of null values. The call to an invoke or dontInvoke method on a reified-method object is guaranteed to return a non-null value, regardless of whether the intercepted method returns a value, returns a void, or throws an exception. Thus, a null value stored in cachedValue is an unambiguous representation of a clear cache.
To use the collaboration, participant Cached will be mapped to Container, with cache advising check and invalidate advising addItem. However, we have not dealt with how allInvalidated and getName will be implemented. 5 It would of course be trivial to provide syntax for the common cases of before and after methods that don't wish to control or inspect the reified method, but would add yet another feature to present, without adding to the power of the language. 
Backlink Collaboration
The second "main" collaboration is backlink, in Listing 12, and corresponds to the concern of adding and maintaining a backlink from an item to its parent container. It's behavior involves two main participant roles. The Source participant expects to be provided with a variable holding a vector of Target objects, and to intercept method executions that modify that vector. When such a modifying method execution is intercepted, associate (line 12.5) takes over, with the intercepted method-execution reified as a ModifyM object. The first thing associate does (line 12.6) is to capture the size of the targets vector, before invoking the wrapped method (line 12.7). associate requires access to the object added or removed, which is presumed to be an argument of the intercepted method execution. The argument is named and typed by adding an expected variable t to the ModifyM participant (line 12.20), thereby constraining associate to wrap only methods taking (at least) an argument of type equivalent to Target. We can use the expected field t on ModifyM to access that argument (line 12.9). Depending on whether the vector grew or shrank, we either set the back-pointer to this (line 12.10) or to null (line 12.11), maintaining the declared invariant.
The participant ModifyM is a reification participant (as per the signature of associate in line 12.5), and is thus treated somewhat differently from other participants. Notably, it will not be mapped against another type during composition. Additionally, it is only partially specified: the system will automatically add the members that constitue the API that reification participants provide. The examples in this paper represent faithfully the prototype implementation's syntax, but it is easy to imagine an equivalent syntax in which reification participants are never explicitly declared.
Let us briefly look ahead to Section 5.2 to see how this collaboration will be related to the host collaboration, base. The result of the aspectual behavior is to maintain an invariant that Target objects know which Source object points to them. What we want to achieve is to have Items know in which Container they are stored. Thus Source will need to be mapped to Container (from Listing 1), and Target to Item. The method associate will be wrapped around addItem, and we can guess that the variable elements will be provided to targets.
The host classes are related by inheritance, while the collaboration classes are not. This will not pose a problem for attaching backlink to base, but will influence the requirements for the adapt collaboration.
Adapter Collaboration
Since base.Container contains both the method we wish to cache (check) and the method to invalidate the cache (addItem), we have already deduced that we are going to need to attach caching.Cached to base.Container. At this point we would start to write such an attachment specification, but we notice that we don't have a suitable implementation for the Cached's allInvalidated method: a method that returns all parent containers of this. We do have a method that returns the immediate parent container: Target's getSource. Thus we have the programming task for the adapt collaboration: create a method that returns the transitive closure of getSource.
The behavior of adapt in Listing 13 is straight forward: allContainers merely calculates the transitive closure of getContainer. This collaboration is written in a slightly different style than the others, in that it is written with intent to be used once, in one known context. Hence, we make it as easy as possible to attach, exactly mimicking the inheritance structure of the intended use, and even using the same participant names. 6 Notice that the collaboration's participant-graph mimics the inheritance structure and names of base. While the similarity in names to base is immaterial, the identical inheritance structure is important. We intend for getContainer to be provided with getSource, which 6 The correspondence in names is for clarity only. All attachment is explicit, and the behavior is exactly the same as had we chosen more arbitrary names. It also lets us exercise class disambiguation in the attachment. is defined on Item, while the method we are creating, allContainers, will be provided to allInvalidated, which is defined on Cached, which will be mapped to Container. As the method required by adapt will be from a super class of the class receiving the method the collaboration provides, we are required to mimic this inheritance structure in the collaboration. The inheritance structure of collaborations can be manually adapted via composition and delegation, but the analyses needed to perform such adaptation automatically have not been fully investigated yet.
We also need a method to map to Cached's getName method. Three solutions present themselves: (a) use the composed base from Listing 10 which exports get name and set name, (b) attach addGetSet along with caching, backlink, and adapt, or (c) compose addGetSet with caching to produce a caching collaboration that expects a field rather than a getter method.
We'll choose option (a), accumulating behavior onto the base, with each subsequent version getting a new package name.
Attachment
Listing 14 illustrates generating a new collaboration with the name cachedbase which combines the functionality of baseGetSetName ("the base" hereon) with the collaborations we have defined. 7 We can extend and augment composite collaborations (such as baseGetSetName) just as we can extend an atomic collaborations (such as base). The collaborations that we attach can likewise equally be atomic or composite. This allows us to incrementally add behavior to an increasingly enriched base, or to instead compose complex modules that can be added atomically to the original. Listing 14 illustrates the former option.
The attachment sets up point-wise mappings between the participants of the constituent collaborations (caching, backlink, and adapt), and the output participants imported from the base Item, Simple, Container, and Main). Notice that we only mention the participants we are interested in, as the semantics of extends has implicitly exported all of the base (this can be overridden). Likewise, the member mappings we have alluded to in the descriptions of the constituent collaborations are set up; for example, expected field targets is provided with field elements.
The attachment processes each participant separately: To create the output participant cachedbase.Item, we start with base.Item (implicit from extends line 14.2), and insert the constituent participants backlink.Target and adapt.Item (line 14.4) into it. We don't need to fully qualify Target, as there is only one participant with that unqualified name, but there are two Item participants (from adapt and the output collaboration), so we must disambiguate. Once created, the output participant Item's members are linked, providing the expected method getContainer with the implemented getSource. Again, since these member names are unambiguous, we don't need to specify from which constituent participant each came.
Container is similar, but there are pertinent observations concerning attachment of aspectual methods. We set up cache to intercept the invocation of check (line 14.13), at which behavior proceeds as explained for caching. Similarly for addItem.
It is not obvious which wrapper of addItem (line 14.11 or line 14.12) is executed first. One answer is that it should not matter, as each collaboration should be somewhat semantically complete, and two collaborations whose implementations are so intertwined so to make a difference which is invoked first should really be composed to one more cohesive collaboration rather than added separately. A slightly more satisfying answer is that invalidate will be invoked first, as around wrappers are processed in program order, and each processing stage builds on the previous method implementation. This allows the programmer to flexibly control the order of advice: within one attachment advice from different collaborations can be arbitrarily interleaved.
One can view the host method and its wrappers like a Matrioshka doll, where each doll has control over whether the dolls inside itself are executed. The original addItem is the innermost doll, which is reached last-if at all. The outermost doll represents invalidate, which has control over the invocation of associate.
Lastly, the correspondence of the argument name Item t in the partially specified signature of addItem (line 14.11) to the expected variable in backlink.ModifyM (in Listing 12) is important. This specifies that the first argument of type Item in method addItem is to be exposed to the backlink aspect, as the expected field t. 
Alternate Attachment

Aspectual Collaboration compiler
The prototype Aspectual Collaboration Compiler, acc, follows a fundamental design: collaborations are compiled separately, and composed at the object-code level. The object code the compiler works on is Java byte code, which turns out to be very convenient since it provides a fully disambiguated version of the collaboration. Byte code is managed as standard Java .class files, which results in easy renaming of members, re-targeting references to point to other members, and moving call graphs from one group of classes to another. Figure 6 is a data-flow road-map of how collaborations are compiled to executable programs. Rather than compiling the whole language directly, input collaborations are translated into Core ACs (CACs), which are transliterated into Java, compiled, and finally manipulated at the bytecode level. As several important steps will be elided in the following presentation, we refer the interested reader to the compiler itself [19] .
CAC participants are compiled by transliterating them to Java and compiling with an off-the-shelf Java compiler. The transliteration replaces collaboration with package, participant with class, comments out all additional keywords we have introduced (such as aspectual and expected), and creates stub bodies for expected methods. After compilation, the .class files are annotated according to the commented-out keywords, to allow the compiled collaboration to be treated correctly in subsequent stages without requiring manifests or interface files to be maintained in the file-system. The JVM definition [20] requires that a JVM ignore all annotations it doesn't understand, ensuring that the compiled collaborations consist of 100% legal .class files.
Having collaborations be legal Java packages leads to a useful feature. The JVM requires that all non-abstract methods have method bodies, so normally acc generates short stubs for expected methods. Allowing the user to optionally provide stub method bobies for expected methods is a convienient means to unit test collaborations in isolation.
To compose two collaborations according to an attachment, we first generate output participants. CACs do not have extends clauses, instead having explicit definitions of all participants, including those representing reified methods and return values. These are compiled as per the atomic case.
Each constituent collaboration is then inserted into the output collaboration, according to the participant map of the attachment. Each constituent participant is inserted into the appropriate output participant, with each of its members renamed to names which are both fresh (to avoid name clashes) and illegal in Java (to avoid spurious name clashes). 8 References to participant types and member names are systematically renamed to maintain collaboration internal references. We'll call systematic renaming of an entity and all references to it alpha renaming. Alpha renaming is possible because ACs are closed: the compiler will be able to statically find all references by searching all participants in the collaboration.
Some care must be taken not to break overriding relationships: methods must be renamed like the methods they override. If a method overrides an external method (such as toString, defined on global superclass Object), it cannot be renamed at all, and name clashes can become unavoidable. In such cases manual disambiguation is required. Java constructors have similar restrictions (all constructors are hard-wired with the name <init>), in addition to restrictions on how they can be invoked.
References inside the now-populated participants are redirected as per the attachment specifications. Exporting a member is implemented by alpha-renaming the member to the exported name. Providing a member to an expected member is implemented by redirecting all references from 8 The JVM has a larger set of legal identifiers than Java does.
the expected member to the provided member.
Aspectual methods' interception of method executions is implemented by generating a collaboration with three participants corresponding to the the host participant and two reification participants. The generated collaboration is based on the signature of the now known host method. A new intercepting version of the host method is generated, whose body instantiates the reified-execution participant, storing in it the receiver and arguments to the method call, and passing it to the aspectual method. The reified method participant's invoke method invokes an expected method that will be mapped to the original host method, passing it the captured arguments, and instantiating a reified return object with the results of that call. Lastly, the now generated collaboration is composed into the output collaboration as if it were a manually written collaboration-requiring no special language support-so that the new host method is exported to replace the original host method, and the original host method is provided so that invoke can access it.
The generated code needs to be carefully crafted to catch exceptions and null values, but contains no locations where dynamic errors (such as casts) can occur. Notice also that the scheme requires no modification of either the aspectual method nor the host method: the extent to which the composition modifies object-code is to redirect references to members and types.
Future work
There are several subtle implementation issues that need to be dealt with in future work. These are issues that we have solved at the language design level, but not yet implemented.
Parameterization. By adding types to collaborations, it becomes feasible to express attachments which are abstracted over the exact collaboration attached. By passing collaboration-valued parameters as arguments to attachedcollaborations, very complicated behaviors can be succinctly expressed. The challenge is to develop a type system that allows flexible use while capturing errors early. Errors will always be caught at compilation time, but it is desirable to catch them when the parameterized collaboration is defined, rather than instantiated.
Point-cuts in the interface. The interface to an AC currently contains only participants and members. In order to add advice to a member, it must be in the interface, visible, and hence invokable. It is desirable to decouple these concepts, by putting sets of execution points that can be advised directly into the interface of an AC. Such sets of points correspond to point-cuts in AspectJ, but will generally be sets of tuples of points rather than singleton points (a singleton point is a special case of a tuple). We are currently investigating the precise semantics of such a system, and are in the process of investigating what repercussions such a change implies.
Constructors.
The main problem with constructors is that they are the only methods which should be merged, rather than kept separate. When two constituent participants are mapped to the same output participant, we want creation of an output-participant object to invoke all three (two constituent, and one output) constructors. Each participant may actually contribute several constructors, which in turn may lead to several inheritance chains of constructors. Since a constructor may invoke any method of a class, we have to be careful about the order in which class initialization methods are invoked. Our current solution is to have a sensible heuristic, and ask the user to specify in the situations where that does not apply. We note that Jiazzi [21] has a similar restriction, requiring all constructors in an inheritance chain to have exactly the same signature.
Cflow. AspectJ introduced the cflow construct for capturing that the target join-point occurs within the dynamic extent of an enclosing join-point-similarly to how one might inspect the run-time stack to see whether a program point is within the dynamic extent of some method. We can easily achieve similar effects by generating aspectual methods and attaching them to the enclosing and target methods. Our systematic reification of method calls make it a natural option to expose the enclosing method call to the target advice as well. This opens up the exciting concept of allowing an aspectual method to possibly modify the enclosing method call's arguments, and then restart the whole call chain.
Change the Back End. Currently, acc translates a collaboration to plain Java, compiles that, and then uses the generated byte-code for the attachment and composition operations. However, the mechanics of the byte-code manipulation are tedious, and is not the contribution of our research. Instead it may be possible to offload this development burden to a back-end based on Jiazzi, which would allow us to focus on developing the module interface language and aspectual features.
Other extensions
In addition to implementation issues, the following are natural extensions to this work:
Object Graph Constraints. A key concept of collaborations is that each has its own class-graph, which are fused when one is attached to another. The behavior of a classgraph will in general instantiate classes of that class graph and store the objects in variables. In effect, each collaboration will build its own object-graph. In addition to building an object graph, the collaboration also makes assumptions about it-these assumptions are encoded in the code of the collaboration, and take the form of invariants over the object-graph.
Examples of invariants are that a non-zero value for one variable indicates that another is ready to be read, or that two variables of the same type in fact alias the same object. The key insight here is that the fused collaborations must make compatible assumptions about their object-graphs, as in addition to sharing a fused class-graph after attachment, they will at runtime also share an object-graph.
It would be helpful to capture these constraints in the interface of the collaboration, so as to be able to catch such attachment errors at compile-time. This can be seen as a special case of contract checking, where perhaps machine analysis can help derive the object-graph (run-time) constraints to be checked at compile-time.
Garbage-collect Participants Because collaborations are closed behind an encapsulation interface, we can statically determine all participants and members reachable from the exported interface. Thus, we can safely remove all non-reachable participants and members, retaining only the exported interface and any non-exported but internally referenced members. This smaller collaboration is very similar to a teased-out HyperSlice in Hyper/J. To completely simulate a HyperSlice, we would need to add the ability to "unprovide" a member-to drop a member's implementation and thus make it expected: a small modification to the current implementation.
EVALUATION AND RELATED WORK
Hyper/J and Multi-dimensional Separation of Concerns [4] generalizes the ideas behind Subject-Oriented Programming [22, 23] by moving to finer grained units of combination. A HyperSlice is a named set of classes containing sets of methods and fields, and can be added to new classes in a very similar way to collaborations.
Our comparison found that HyperSlices fare well in capturing and composing reusable concerns in a type-safe manner, but lack sufficient expressiveness to conveniently perform behavioral crosscutting. While Hyper/J's HyperModule definitions make it explicit how concerns are composed, alleviating the "come-from" nature of aspects, the seeming lack of encapsulation makes understanding what concerns are composed impossible without performing a full trace of the concern composition history to gather up the accumulated interfaces for the slices, and opening up slice composition to inadvertent name capture [10] .
Hyper/J additionally offers several features that did not come up in the example. Post-hoc remodularization allows a HyperSlice to be teased out of a set of classes (possibly generated by composing slices, or by compilation of .java files) and used separately. Hyper/J also provides several dimensions of composition, of which our examples only used the feature dimension.
AspectJ from Xerox PARC [24, 3] resulted from the initiative to factor out commonalities in several domain specific aspect languages.
Crista Lopes' thesis [25] investigated two of those languages in detail: COOL [26] for specifying the synchronization aspects, and RIDL [27] for specifying data transfer aspects.
By integrating aspect features tightly into the language, AspectJ foregoes the semantic and syntactic overhead of module systems, but also the benefits of encapsulation and separate compilation. While this gives rise to very natural specification of aspectual behavior, it comes at a cost of program comprehension, as the lack of encapsulation boundaries for advice forces the programmer to read the whole program to determine whether a join-point has advice. Analogously, there is no way to protect a join-point against being advised. These deficiencies have been addressed with tool support, rather than language features, aiding the programmer in identifying advice attached to methods.
AspectJ aspects are reusable by programming abstract aspects against interfaces that are attached at a later time to the host program. Aspectual advice achieves surprisingly good reuse, both by mentioning only the types necessary in a point-cut signature, and also by the somewhat unorthodox genericity mechanisms of around methods (see Section 3.2.4), which appear to work very well in practice.
Unfortunately, programming abstract aspects against interfaces suffers from low levels of type safety: generating casts in programmer-invisible code that can fail, and forcing multiple uses of an aspect to share types (recall Section 6.1), which opens up the program to further casting errors. The use of interfaces interferes with reuse, as it restricts expected members to be methods, and requires name equivalence between expected and provided methods.
Hannemann and Kiczales [28] show how this style of programming can be used to implement standard design patterns. It identifies four properties by which such an implemented pattern can be considered modularized. The properties focus on textual invasiveness and locality of the design, rather than properties such as encapsulation and composition identified in this paper. The organization removes confusion about which instance of a pattern source code belongs to, but whether objects playing pattern roles can be confused between pattern instances is not discussed.
Invasiveness
Ernst [6] defines invasiveness as the ability to tell, from within a module, how it is being extended and used. An extension can be both type and behavior invasive. Using Java interfaces can result in both kinds of invasive extensions.
The use of interfaces and "implements" to model roles affects the static correctness of a program, as well as its dynamic type safety. The key property of a Java interface is to assert that a class satisfies the properties necessary for the type defined by the interface. Thus, a class must provide implementations of all methods in an implemented interface, or be annotated as abstract-in which case its subclasses inherit the burden of providing implementations.
An aspect can render previously correct base classes incorrect by introducing an "implements" relationship between a base class and an interface: unless the class has the required methods, it must be marked abstract. Consequently, care must therefore be taken to additionally introduce implementations of all methods required by an interface, lest the extension behavior-invasively (as per Ernst and Section 2.2) affects the base. In our example, the Adapt aspect introduces the necessary methods to allow the base classes to fulfill the requirements of the abstract aspects.
The use of interfaces can also render an aspect typeinvasive. A fundamental difference between how Hyper/J and AspectJ model roles is that in Hyper/J there is no possibility of confusion between a Source object in one use of the Back slice and another. This follows from the fact that none of the input types in a composed HyperSlice remain after composition.
The opposite situation is true for any use of interfaces (including AspectJ's external "implements" declarations): all classes that implement an interface share a common supertype: the interface. Thus, if the Back aspect is applied to two different source and target pairs, each of the source classes will be upcastable to Source. This has two effects: invasiveness, and also the possibility of type confusion.
Type invasiveness follows from the code anItem instanceof Target testing whether the back concern has been attached to anItem. Ironically, while it is apparent at runtime that Item implements Target, this is not apparent statically by inspecting the code, unless we come across SuperimposeBack. A naming convention can easily ameliorate this, however.
The objection to runtime composition tests may appear more of an aesthetic than Software Engineering issue, but the mechanism of attaching participants by implementing interfaces has consequences for type safety as well. If the back collaboration were attached twice in an application, there would be two classes that now have the common supertype Target (there may be additional such classes in library code).
The problem is that the behavior provided to the application by the concern is written against the interface types, while the methods implementing the concern's required interface will likely be casting these types to the implementation classes. That is, it is possible to pass any Target class to a method with that argument type, but that method's implementation may likely assume that the Source returned by getSource is actually a Container. This assumption would be foolish in normal code implementations of an interface, but since a concern is declared as a unit, it makes sense for the programmer to assume that the attachment is also a unit. Our examples do not expose participant types in expected method signatures, so this case does not appear with Aspectual Collaborations.
Module Systems
Jiazzi [21] is the implementation of the Units [29] module system for Java.
Jiazzi reuses Java's core composition feature-inheritance-and the Open Class pattern to construct the resulting classes from partial implementations. Explicit late binding (via the s.c. Open Class Pattern [30] ) is used to allow mutually recursive dependencies between modules. A Jiazzi implementation of the caching example would likely look very similar to the Hyper/J version, but it is unclear whether it is possible to express generic interception of method executions in Jiazzi.
It is interesting to note that although developed completely separately, the current back end for ACs and Jiazzi are strikingly similar. The main differences are how the finished classes are assembled (Jiazzi favors inheritance, while we manually combine and link participant .class files) and the fact that we favor intrinsic typing for collaborations, while Jiazzi allows reuse of a unit type for several unit implementations.
Component Systems
ACs are not able to conveniently express, nor guarantee communication integrity as presented in ArchJava [31, 32] for dynamic component connection, but are able to do so quite well for the static case. Using encapsulation, we are able to make statements not only which components a component is able to talk to, but more strongly which components it can talk about. If a component doesn't import another component's type, direct communication between them is impossible. This applies additionally to auxiliary classes and objects that are passed between components. If a component has only a limited view of a class (for example omitting a sensitive field), then we can statically guarantee that this field cannot be directly manipulated by the component. If a component does not know about a class at all, it cannot communicate via objects of that type at all.
Adaptive Plug&Play Components [33] and the follow-on report [34] are the immediate precursors to ACs. Adaptive Plug&Play (AP&P) components are rooted in Holland's executable contracts [35] and in Rondo [36] . This work builds on [34] , but with significant modifications from experience with implementation, and with a very different attachment and matching model stemming from clarified semantics. The difference in attachment and matching reflects that AP&P components are aimed at being language level components rather than system structuring modules. Additionally, they AP&P components offered somewhat weaker aspectual capabilities.
Mezini and Herrmann [37] discuss a software engineering environment capable of combining dynamic plugability, separate compilation, and aspectual attachment. It is unclear how their PIROL system deals with type safety.
Mezini and Ostermann [38] propose a component system that incorporates ideas from AP&PCs, but separates implementation from interface.
The interface of the components is expressed as Java interfaces, which are implemented by the implementation types of the component.
They suggest the use of families of dependent types [39] to solve the typing issues of shared supertypes for multiple instances of a component. Type families are believed to be statically sound, but this has not been formally proven. Type families would likely prove a convenient resolution to the issues we have raised concerning type-invasive use of Java interface for reusable aspects in AspectJ.
The components are connected to their host objects by runtime attachment, which is used to provide implementations for expected methods-a commonality to ACs which exposes the shared ancestry of AP&PCs. Runtime attachment buys great flexibility, allowing attachment to be performed at the granularity of individual objects rather than classes, and behavior to be varied over an object's lifetime. Mezini and Ostermann suggest that such runtime attachment may be a good base for fluid AOP, which likewise would allow aspects to be attached and detached dynamically.
Modeling Languages
Clarke and Walker [40] adds the concept of Composition Patterns to UML [41] . The implementation suggestions for composition patterns [7, 42] strongly influenced the expression of reusable aspects and hyperslices in this paper, and we propose that ACs do a particularly elegant job of representing Composition Patterns. It is unclear whether Composition Patterns capture multiple attachments of a collaboration, and how sharing of members between such attachments would be expressed.
CONCLUSION
The mechanisms that Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) languages use to incrementally add a concern to an application at first seem contradictory to those that a module system uses to provide manageability and productivity. We illustrate that this is not the case, and that the combination indeed can be very-straight forward, requiring few exotic features or implementation strategies.
A known AOP problem addressed by several authors is the difficultly to tease out and reuse aspects that are tightly integrated into host code [43] . The reason why aspects are often so tightly integrated with the host code is the lack of an encapsulating interface between the aspectual unit and the rest of the system. This paper addresses this issue by combining the power of aspects with the encapsulation power of modules. We demonstrate that writing aspects against formal participant graphs, and attaching them to other participant graphs, helps in making the aspects both more abstract and reusable.
We have presented Aspectual Collaborations, which combine the static properties of modules: encapsulation, external composition, and separate compilation, with the flexible programming power of aspects. ACs are a wrapper around Java, adding a module system and support for aspectual behavior and separate compilation. We have shown how the system implements separate compilation of aspectual and additive behavior; allows composition and parameterization of collaborations; and can transparently interface with existing Java programs. We have elided the description of the implementation, which is implemented as a somewhat involved desugaring of aspectual features to a module language back-end.
Summarizing an external comparison, we find that there is a low overhead to using the encapsulation offered by ACs, when compared to AspectJ's aspects or Hyper/J's HyperSlices when these are programmed to promote reuse, while offering the considerable benefits of separate compilation and type safety.
We expected ACs to, by design, be better than AspectJ at reuse, but under perform on a small sized example, since the extra syntax of a module language may be comparatively cumbersome for a small program. Much to our delight, we found that compared to reusable aspects in AspectJ, ACs are only somewhat more verbose, but at the considerable benefit of separate compilation and type safety.
We expected ACs to offer modular power similar to Hyper/J, but with better aspectual features. This was borne out. We did find that Hyper/J brackets allow before and after advice to be written fairly easily, but simulating around advice was quite tricky, composing hyperslices with differing names was quite verbose, and controlling the details of the generated output was awkward. Hyper/J's features work well when working with a set of hyperslices with common and recurring names, allowing its composition functions to be used with the mergeByName matching.
The ACs advantage shows up when composing very different collaborations, with differing names and participant graph shapes. Additionally, ACs will do even better when precise control is needed over which members are to be visible from a composed collaboration, and when one collaboration is to be reused several times in different contexts, with the same advice applied to signatures of different types.
